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Abstract
Purpose – COVID-19 caused dramatic changes in daily life, including the way people stay in a building. Since
the virus’s outbreak and the mandate of social distancing from WHO, a house has become an essential place for
people to avoid the propagation of the virus. However, recent house configurations cannot satisfy people’s
needs when staying at home and have not provided complete protection from viruses. Therefore, architects are
expected to create new configurations. In order to establish a new trend, this paper aimed to explore the ability
of the traditional architectural concepts that discuss the efforts to produce suitable configurations.
Design/methodology/approach – To investigate to what extent the traditional Balinese concepts are still
relevant to counter infectious diseases, architectural examinations and spatial stories were used as a method of
investigations.
Findings – This paper found that certain traditional knowledge elements are still relevant to produce suitable
configurations to deal with possible virus attacks and introduce more security layers to the house.
Research limitations/implications – Learning from the COVID-19 pandemic, this paper provides a view of
traditional concepts that are now still applicable to modifications and adaptations.
Practical implications – In these modifications, the traditional hierarchy of entering the house and the
function of open spaces for food production are traditional elements that address the protocol to face the virus.
Social implications – Local knowledge has given good things as a precious heritage from the Balinese
communities’ ancestors to face this new challenge.
Originality/value – This pandemic has taught architects to combine modern technologies with local wisdom
as an approach to develop innovative antivirus designs.
Keywords COVID-19, Architectural challenges, Traditional concepts, Stay at home, House patterns
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has had significant implications and can be used to analyze the
people’s decisions and priorities. Social distancing and quarantine have been widely used as
the first preventive mechanism (Megahed and Ghoneim, 2020) in which these actions affect
other factors, including the built environment. Although COVID-19 has various potential
impacts on built environments (Budds, 2020; Chang, 2020), this paper focuses on how local
architectural wisdom, particularly housing, can enhance suitable spaces to deter viruses and
pathogens.
Even though the current global pandemic poses risks to the built environment at all rates,
the implementation and creation of an antivirus strategy to minimize the possible risk or to
avoid the virus’s spread will take time. This condition is an architectural challenge for people
to create spaces preventing viruses from spreading and producing a healthy and secure
environment. Architectural productions are planned to discourage people from being afraid
of infection (Ellin, 2002). Illnesses also influence built environmental planning and designs
from interiors to city planning. The past outbreaks of viruses, such as tuberculosis, typhoid,
polio and Spanish flu, also encouraged the transformation of design and planning (Chang,
2020; Lubell, 2020). Interior designs, architectural productions, city planning and
infrastructures were transformed to reduce the risk of contagious diseases in overcrowded
populations.

Nowadays, in this pandemic, the outbreak of the virus has produced many policies,
including the mandate of social distancing, quarantine and stay-at-home orders (Jacobson
et al., 2020) that will be effective in reducing the spread of the virus (Fowler et al., 2020;
Lewnard and Lo, 2020). These policies have caused a house to become an essential place for
people to avoid transmitting the virus. House and home are intertwined, but they cannot be
amalgamated (Mallett, 2004, p. 63). House is generally considered to be a functional shelter
(Karlsson, 2019). On the other hand, home is a cherished location and atmosphere tailored to
residents’ needs and lifestyles (Fox O’Mahony and Sweeney, 2010).
The traditional Balinese house, called umah, is more than a physical space in which
Balinese perform their domestic and sociocultural practices. For the Balinese, the traditional
house is a home where they can perform their activities and feel safe and comfortable.
However, some Balinese, especially in urban areas, have built their house in limited areas.
They do not have ceremonial spaces like in the traditional house. Many sociocultural
practices cannot be performed in the townhouse, and they should go to their ancestral house
in their village to perform cultural activities. The house in the urban areas of Bali is just for
accommodating necessary activities. However, since the house can regulate its boundaries,
feel safe and address the occupants’ main expectations, the Balinese urban house becomes the
Balinese home.
However, there is still the question concerning the configuration of a house to help
overcome virus attacks. Can the recent house also become a healthy home to protect its
occupants from transmitting the virus? The latest outbreak of the virus is an architectural
challenge for planners and architects to create a house that copes with the virus’s spreading
and occupants’ basic needs. How far can the traditional concepts contribute to the house
design that can respond to the virus and infections? Therefore, this paper aims to look for
answers and learn to incorporate additional protection layers to combat potential virus-like
attacks in the house. To do this, this paper scrutinizes the urban houses in Denpasar and
Gianyar. The architectural investigation and Balinese’s spatial stories in the urban and the
traditional Balinese houses were used as techniques of investigation, in which architectural
documentation and graphical analysis were used to analyze. Using this method, this paper
explores the suitable house patterns and configurations that address the obligatory defense
from virus outbreaks and gain additional levels in the defense system of houses.

2. Virus outbreak and architecture
Architectural productions are human settlement places that filter the outside environment
and the activities of people inside (Broadbent, 1973). Physically, architectural productions
function and play roles in controlling microclimate, light, noise, smell, smoke, bugs, pests,
animals and radioactive (Haddad, 2010; Norberg-Schulz, 1985). These functions have
transformed the architectural elements and the new standards of human life demands, such
as sanitary and infectious diseases.
In the industrial era, the health reform movements were influenced by cholera and
typhoid. These pandemics also contributed to the development of water and sanitation
systems for pathogens, eventually leading to sanitary innovations and making them more
affordable, slower and wider for streets to create underground drainage networks. Moreover,
the plague in 1855 affected many aspects of built environment design and planning, including
pipe systems, doorway configurations and foundations (Klaus, 2020; Wainwright, 2020).
Planners and architects tried to create and build curative spaces cleansed of illness and
pollution. These creations reflected modernist ideas about the therapeutic benefits of the sun,
air and nature, besides their aesthetic appeal. The creations featured large walls, balconies,
dust-free flats surfaces and white paint, which stressed cleanliness (Budds, 2020; Chang,
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2020). Planners and architects had to develop new health models to increase safety levels to
prevent disease and infection spread (Megahed and Ghoneim, 2020).
Nowadays, several countries have declared a health alert to address the outbreak of severe
acute respiratory coronavirus syndrome (SARS-CoV-2) caused by the coronavirus disease.
The pandemic has resulted in a substantial rise in the study’s response to the disease (World
Health Organization, 2020). The World Health Organization (WHO) has announced that the
spread of this virus has been an international crisis (Adhikari et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2020; Zhou
et al., 2020), including in Indonesia (Setiati and Azwar, 2020). At the early stages of the
pandemic, physical distancing and minimizing contacts between people in a population have
been essential ways of avoiding or minimizing the disease transmission (Hatchett et al., 2007).
While researchers work to produce vaccinations, authorities impose physical distancing,
including advising stay at home, restricting people’s movement and shutting down
nonessential businesses (Bick et al., 2020; Fong et al., 2020; Gostin and Wiley, 2020). This
pandemic might radically alter the way people carry out people’s lives to deal with virus’s
spread (Honey-Roses et al., 2020). Architects, designers and built environment professionals
are willing to explore a variety of social and environmental implications for the development
of new patterns of spaces (Paital, 2020; Salama, 2020). The development of architecture and
urban environments in the case of pandemics entails not only the quarantine in all forms of
buildings and urban settings on the basis of urgent and precautionary steps but also design
problems and planning issues.
Although the standards and protocols for enforcement vary considerably, policymakers
have required or recommended that most people stay at home, with minimal exceptions, to
address basic needs, including grocery and medication. Modeling experiments for COVID-19
indicate that extensive physical distances may help preserve the health system (Walker et al.,
2020). The pandemic has contributed to a stronger sense of respect for houses. The houses
can efficiently accommodate social distancing and address the safety system from spreading
viruses (Megahed and Ghoneim, 2020). Therefore, the upcoming houses’ configurations have
the potential to alter (Dejtiar, 2020; Priday, 2020) because the household members have
greater possibilities to carry the virus home (Saadat et al., 2020). In a design process, this
condition can take steps to get satisfactory solutions for avoiding infection. The mandate to
work from home becomes more challenging for people living in tiny and crowded houses
(Saadat et al., 2020). The mandate is necessary to respond to the coronavirus; therefore, the
house’s pattern and configuration become essential in people’s daily life (Schellenberg and
Fonberg, 2020).
The spread of coronavirus has led people to reconfigure their houses, especially tiny and
crowded houses, by allocating spaces for gardens and producing food, by providing spaces
for social distancing and by installing house components for lighting and air circulation. In
this term, staying at home is an excellent time to realize that a garden is essential in houses,
even multistory houses (Makhno, 2020; Wainwright, 2020). With regard to configuration and
planning solutions, the postpandemic architecture of houses should have more space
partitions and avoid open-plan configurations. Houses may have wide passageways,
entryways and more stairways to adjust building codes and design policies. Providing
flexible and adaptable rooms for all users, houses can become more durable and adaptable to
alter demands and lifestyles (Capolongo et al., 2020; Wainwright, 2020).
3. The traditional Balinese house (Umah) as a Balinese home
Social distancing is a way of increasing distance between individuals to minimize the risk of
disease transmission. Social isolation reduces the distribution of COVID-19 in which people
are ordered to work online, avoid public transit and remain at home if they feel that they have
been compromised and symptomatic (Sen-Crowe et al., 2020). The terms of the house and

home are disputed in the academic works (Blunt and Dowling, 2006). A house represents the
distinction between private and public spheres and between the house’s physical and
relational aspects (Handel, 2019). Beyond the physical configuration of the house, the home is
viewed as a sociospatial body (Saunders and Williams, 1988), a psychospatial function
(Giuliani, 1991), a storeroom of feelings (Gurney, 2000) and a dwelling (Easthope, 2004). Home
is linked to the notion of identity and security (Porteous, 1976). It is a site of routines that
creates and maintains self-esteem and long-term social structures (Giddens, 1991).
Although some researchers assume a house as the physical entity of shelter, it is more
than just a place where people live; it is also a place for social activities and rituals. The
house’s configuration reflects the fundamental cultural principles and standards (Clark, 1973;
Lawrence, 1987; Oliver, 2006; Ozaki, 2002; Rapoport, 1969, 1985). Therefore, the house is a
part of the home in its construction form (Dovey, 1985). Home, which is both physical and
social aspects (Saunders and Williams, 1988), can be defined as a cherished space
and atmosphere personalized to the demands and lifestyle of a person (Fox O’Mahony and
Sweeney, 2010). Home is linked to the feeling that correlates to residents’ desires regarding
the ideal dwelling spaces (Clapham, 2005; Coolen et al., 2002; Coolen and Meesters, 2012; Fox
O’Mahony and Sweeney, 2010; Gram-Hanssen and Bech-Danielsen, 2004). This desire is
interrelated to the inhabitants’ expectations with idealized imagination and definition of a
home (Blunt and Dowling, 2006), in which they can freely and independently use the spaces
(Benjamin, 1995; Douglas, 1991; Mifflin and Wilton, 2005; Veness, 1993; Vitus, 2010;
White, 2012).
A house provides a physical space for families and can be used as an environment or a
place for some social activities called home life (Clapham, 2005). A house has features that
affect occupants’ health, well-being and lifestyle. Houses are also homes where the word
“home” can be interpreted as a living mechanism or a dwelling process (Saegert, 1985; White
and White, 2007), which involves a variety of connections including relationships in
physiology, physical, society, affectivity and behavior (Coolen et al., 2002; Rapoport, 1995).
This description refers to the traditional Balinese house called umah in which the house is
one of the Balinese traditions’ manifestations. It reflects collective historical practices and
communal cultural codes. It can be perceived as a way of creating distinctiveness and identity
(Japha and Japha, 1991; Hall, 1990; Proshansky et al., 1983). Identity expresses the
commonality of tradition and culture among society members and differences or distinctions
between nonmembers (Brubaker and Cooper, 2000). The house and traditions are handed
down from generation to generation. Therefore, people inherit a dual heritage. This cultural
handing down involves the house and the sociocultural activities as traditions and leads to a
social–architectural understanding of buildings.
The house is arranged within the outline of ceremonial processions and sites (Hobart,
1978), in which the spatial uses demonstrate the spiritual signs of processions. These spiritual
signs present that many ceremonial sites are interconnected and represented different
sacredness stages (Hobart, 1978; Tan, 1967). In the ceremonial activities, ritual spaces are like
stages that perform religious performances for God and the ancestors of occupants and the
members of a paternal kinship family, guests and village members.
The rituals are performed in the house and utilize many spaces and pavilions. Ceremonial
processions can use different spaces of the house. The courtyard, called natah and the eastern
pavilion, called bale dangin, are the main places for performing the manusa yadnya,
ceremonies related to the human’s life cycle from birth to rebirth. The family temple is a place
for ceremonies, especially those related to respect to God and ancestors, while the backyard
called teba and other pavilions are the places for preparation and guests. The house, as
depicted in Figure 1, consists of a family temple (①), a bale daja (⑤), a bale dauh (④), a bale
dangin (⑥), a jineng (⑦), a paon (③) and courtyard called natah (②) (Figure 1). In front of the
house are a traditional gate (⑧) called angkul-angkul and a small garden in front of the house
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Figure 1.
The pattern of the
traditional Balinese
house (umah)

called telajakan (⑨). The backyard (teba) (⑩) is like a small forest where people plant
vegetation, raise animals and dump rubbish (Putra et al., 2019). Many plants and animals
such as underbrush, birds and insects grow wildly in many parts of the backyard to seem like
an unorganized space.
The pavilions and open spaces in a house have multifunctional purposes in which they
have spiritual and secular purposes. Spiritual purposes are related to many ceremonial
practices. On the other hand, secular purposes are represented by the domestic practices
associated with the occupants’ basic demands (Wikstrom, 1995). The domestic domain in the
traditional Balinese house consists of the compound set, consisting of pavilions and a
courtyard, and a teba as a backyard. Within the domestic practices, the occupants perform
their daily works in many spaces of the house. Women move and use many spaces for their
activities, such as the kitchen, the granary for pounding and husking unhulled rice, the
pigsty, the backyard for taking many materials for cooking and the rice field for helping men.
After finishing their main tasks, they chat with other women and watch their kids playing in
the courtyard.
On the other hand, men use house spaces to support women’s daily activities, such as
collecting food materials in the backyard, taking unhulled rice from the granary and drying it
in the natah. After that, they go to the rice field. If men have spare time, they chat and do
cockfighting at the front of the house. In some villages, men also make paintings and carvings
in the pavilions. The practices have become a particular layer of domestic spaces that create a
classification and the bounding of domestic spaces by repeating the occupants’ activities
(Lozanovska, 2002). The spaces have a meaning if there is a collaboration among the spaces,
occupants and activities. The spaces are abstract and without meaning if there are no
activities in the spaces.
The house communicates its purposes symbolically (Dwijendra and Suyoga, 2020) and
reflects an interaction among people to maintain a harmonious relationship with God, other
human beings and the environment based on the tri hita karana philosophy (Dwijendra,
2020). This philosophy is applied in many rituals in the house. Through rituals and spatial
practices, occupants merge with the spaces and become part of the house. The ritual positions
and movements possess a complex significance, which varies based on the changes of the
human life cycle from birth to death, and then the soul of the dead people undergoes the

process of rebirth (Hobart, 1978). All stages of human life are marked by implementing
particular ceremonies accommodated in the house’s spaces. The rituals are the determinant
factors to produce a house’s physical architectural meaning (Graves, 1983).
4. Learning from Umah: compromising COVID-19
The mandate to “stay at home” to respond to the COVID-19 causes a house, as a place where
people live, become a place for people’s activities for all of the day. Extended periods in their
houses make the house’s features essential (Schellenberg and Fonberg, 2020). This crucial
role of the house requires an ideal and conducive house atmosphere and conditions to carry
out all existing activities. The house should be healthy, clean, comfortable and safe to respond
to viruses around the occupants. The application of ideal design principles is required to
satisfy minimum requirements for the amount of spaces that can be responsive to COVID-19,
including the area for washing hands in the house’s front yard before guests or occupants
enter the house (Imran and As’adiyah, 2020). This space is designed to respond to the routine
of entering the house where the occupants can wash their hands or take a bath before entering
the other rooms and meeting the other occupants (Meihartati, 2020).
The requirement to have a washing area in the front yard means that washing areas, such
as kitchens, baths and toilets, are typically situated in the back of the building. Nowadays,
especially in urban housing, including Bali, the house is not designed to comply with the
COVID-19 protocol. In the recent pattern, occupants enter the house through a veranda and a
guest room or a living room, end then after that, they can reach a toilet, a bathroom or a
kitchen. Sometimes, they get to the bathroom after entering the bedroom. In this procession,
family members that are more likely to return home with the virus (Saadat et al., 2020) have
opportunities to infect other family members. The house’s recent pattern and the pandemic
have raised public awareness about the insecurity of their house and introduced a stronger
sense of appreciation to the new configuration. People need houses that can offer successful
social isolation and protect occupants from viruses and infections (Megahed and Ghoneim,
2020), including washing hands before entering the house. In order to prevent infections,
special attention is required in design solutions. Consequently, the house pattern should be
reconfigured or redesigned to address new demands for virus prevention. These new
demands could change the trend of a house design (Dejtiar, 2020; Priday, 2020) in which the
new design required special consideration in design solutions to prevent infection.
Based on the procession to enter the house, the new model of the process is identical to the
hierarchy of entering the traditional Balinese house. In Balinese traditions, the people enter
the house from an angkul-angkul (⑧), a granary (⑦), a paon (③), a shrine in the natah (②),
pavilions (the bale dauh ④, the bale daja ⑤, the bale dangin ⑥) and finally onto the family
temple (①) (Figure 2). As indicated by red arrows in Figure 2, the ideal process for entering
the house presents a hierarchy from profane areas into sacred areas (Ferschin and
Gramelhofer, 2004) that also presents the cleaning process before entering the core of
the house.
In this process, the kitchen is a significant pavilion. The kitchen is a place where the
activities rarely stop during the day. In this place, the daily life of the Balinese begins when
the mother lights the first fire for the day’s cooking and prepares food for animals in the
afternoon (Covarrubias, 1974). In the kitchen and its surroundings, women perform their
activities to prepare food and spend their leisure time, such as weaving fabric and chatting
with other women.
In the case of the COVID-19 pandemic, the kitchen has an essential meaning in cleaning
and purifying. Based on Balinese belief, the kitchen is a place for spiritual purification, as can
be seen from a simple ritual following funeral activities in other houses. In this ritual,
occupants take water, throw it onto the roof and then use the water running down from the
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Figure 2.
Process of entering
a house

roof for washing their face, hair and hands. After completing this rite, the Balinese believe
that they are free from negative spirits and are ready to enter the house. The kitchen’s
location has a symbolic meaning that people should be spiritually and physically clean before
entering other parts of the house.
Cleaning hands and a face in the kitchen, the first occupied buildings in the traditional
house, can be used as a house circulation pattern concerning the protocol COVID-19. The
occupants can wash their hands in the kitchen before entering other spaces in the house. This
hierarchy of entering the house is not common in urban housing in Bali. Most of the houses
surveyed in 2019 and 2020 in Bali, especially in Denpasar and Gianyar, have a kitchen and
bathroom or toilet at the back of the house (Figure 3a). The dashed lines in Figure 3a present
the directions in which occupants access a variety of rooms to access the kitchen or bathroom.
In the case of COVID-19 protocol, this pattern gives opportunities for virus to spread to other
rooms or family members before they wash their hands or take a bath.
In this case, the hierarchy of entering the traditional Balinese house becomes a reference to
redesign the urban house’s pattern. The kitchen, usually at the back, can be located at the
front or accessed directly from outside. This reconfiguration can allow the occupants to clean

Figure 3.
The example of
common pattern and
the pattern’s proposal
of urban houses in Bali

and wash their hands and face before entering the other rooms to minimize the chance of
spreading the virus to other family members (Figure 3b). For the Balinese, this pattern not
only prevents the occupants from the spreading of the virus but also addresses the Balinese
belief. This pandemic is the best time for Balinese to relearn and reapply their local wisdom, in
which they must perform physical and spiritual purification before entering many spaces in
their house. This configuration presents that the traditional Balinese house concept has
already been designed to face any challenges from time to time.
The traditional house is also an independent and complete house where the house’s spaces
give opportunities for the occupants to comply with their daily needs. The house has a
granary to store unhulled rice that can be husked and pounded in the house for the occupants’
food (Covarrubias, 1974; Putra et al., 2017, 2019). The house also has a backyard that provides
many food materials such as coconut, banana, savanna and vegetables. People also raise
animals such as pigs, chickens, roosters and ducks that can be used as material for food and
offerings. Occupants can take rice from the granary, pick vegetables and slaughter chickens
or ducks raised in the backyard and cook them to feed their family. Without leaving the
house, the occupants can satisfy their everyday needs in the house.
This traditional house’s pattern is related to the recent phenomenon concerning food
production in a house. The pattern can be applied, in such a way, in an urban house with some
transformation and reconfiguration. This household food production has raised interest
among urban planners and development specialists (Vasey, 1981, 1982). While attempts are
made to encourage urban food production, policymakers should recognize that urban food
productions still exist in backyard gardens in several Third World countries (Vasey, 1985),
including Bali, Indonesia.
In Bali, agriculture was the main livelihood and resource for people’s social practices
(Covarrubias, 1974; Geertz, 1980; Goris, 1960). This sector was the primary household income
for the family’s needs and resources for performing rituals. In the traditional house, many
spaces are allocated to accommodate agricultural activities. Thus, in the house, the Balinese
can perform many activities to maintain a harmonious relationship with God, other human
beings and the environment and get food materials. In the traditional house, rituals and
everyday practices are mutually implicated. The Balinese conserve the environment to
support their rituals, at the same time, they conduct these rituals so that God will provide
them with good agricultural productions. The house becomes the right place for producing
food materials. This house function can be useful when most families in the world, including
Bali, are still engaging in social isolation at home. This condition is expected to endure
shortly. Owing to the severe contagiousness of COVID-19, excessive outdoor exercise is
highly discouraged (Sofo and Sofo, 2020).
In a matter of days, this disorder-induced people feel upside down and are compelled to
alter their old habits (Sofo and Sofo, 2020). Despite these obstacles, people have to minimize
this cumulative mental tension and psychological stress and then try to create and
independently produce food by planting vegetation in the house’s limited spaces even though
they are not living in a rural environment. Vegetation is the cornerstone of many ecological
resources, and a vegetation-rich environment will guarantee our physical and mental wellbeing (Bratman et al., 2012, 2015; Russell et al., 2013; Shwartz et al., 2014).
Traditionally, the traditional house environment’s representation was a backyard, a small
forest without a pavilion where people planted vegetation and raised animals. It was the
biodiversity that supplied materials for rituals and domestic needs. The preservation of
biodiversity in the house was also a traditional practice to maintain a natural life cycle. In this
process, household garbage and animal waste decayed to produce compost. This compost
then fertilized the land and vegetation. Vegetation in the house provided living organisms
spaces, such as wild birds and insects that produced many natural sounds. This condition
gave the impression of close contact with nature and generated a feeling of harmony between
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the people and their environment (Vickers, 2013). A backyard (teba) was an inseparable part
of the traditional house where it was the house’s legs (Covarrubias, 1974), providing many
materials for offerings and daily food. This part was a small forest in the house that can be a
garden that provides many materials for food or offerings.
The built environmental condition may affect human activities (McIntyre and Harrison,
2017). The house garden model will provide leisure time, enhance physical and mental wellbeing and provide economic benefits and environmental advantages (Dunnett and Qasim,
2000; Hartig et al., 2014; Jennings and Gaither, 2015). Irrespective of the realistic challenges
and existential difficulties encountered, there is a new opportunity for people to
encouragement environmental goals, communities’ awareness and the demand during a
stay at home. Land limitation, especially in urban areas, has caused the Balinese to build a
house just for their basic needs, including sleeping and cooking, where the house has no
enough spaces for planting vegetation or raising animals. Houses in urban areas have already
been dependent on markets to satisfy their needs for food materials. It is time to focus on a
new way of life that begins with daily activities and our local wisdom.
The moment of “social isolation” at home is a good time for the Balinese to relearn from the
Balinese house. The house with many spaces for planting vegetation and raising animals can
be applied in an urban house using small spaces in the house or using the rooftop as a space
for food production. The open spaces of the urban house are a garden and a lumbung hidup;
the spaces that are like granaries storing the living food ingredients, including vegetables,
coconut and papayas. The problem of making lumbung hidup in an urban house is the lack of
spaces for plant cultivation. This limitation is a challenge for the development of sustainable
household landscapes in cities. The concept of yard development with vertical planting on
walls or fences, using plant containers and vines with a pergola can be accomplished through
creative space utilization and simple construction techniques to implement the concept
properly (Irwan and Sarwadi, 2015). Therefore, the Balinese concept implementation can still
be applied in land limitation with some adjustments to address the COVID-19 protocol.
5. Conclusions
COVID-19 has brought fundamental changes to daily lives, in which architectural
developments, including houses, have faced a challenge to protect the occupants from
treating infectious diseases. The instruction to “stay at home” to respond to COVID-19 causes
a house to become a place for people to do their activities all day. This crucial function
requires the house to become a safe, clean, comfortable and healthy place to respond to
viruses. The optimal architecture concept must follow the minimum criteria for rooms and
spaces that should meet the COVID-19, including the area where visitors or residents enter
the house to wash hands in the front yards.
The procession needed to enter the house on the basis of the COVID-19 protocol is similar
to the pattern of entering the traditional Balinese house. The Balinese house concept also
provides spaces for food production called lumbung hidup that give the occupants
opportunities to stay at home without worrying about daily food supply. However, since the
limitation of space in the recent house, especially in urban areas of Bali, some adjustments are
essential. In this adjustment, the kitchen is located at the front part or can be directly accessed
from outside. In addition, the open spaces and any components of the building, such as walls,
fences and rooftops, can be used as a medium for planting vegetation for food production.
Therefore, the Balinese concept implementation can still be applied in land limitation with
some adjustments to address the COVID-19 protocol.
This pandemic has made Balinese people aware of their local wisdom in which they must
perform physical and spiritual purification before entering their house. The local wisdom in a
community created on the basis of long experiences has given good things as a precious

inheritance from the ancestors. The application of the Balinese house concept is still relevant
in the case of COVID-19 protocol. This virus pandemic has already improved our
understanding of local knowledge, and this pandemic can be a catalyst for a whole new and
potentially better world. COVID-19 is a message that gives us time to revisit human nature
and talk about the traditional architecture framework and encourage architects and
designers to think about how all this can be turned into a sustainable system.
Based on the lessons learned from this crisis, this study introduces a vision about learning
from traditional concepts that are still relevant to some adaptations. The traditional concept
can still be used in the new urban house to prevent or minimize the virus’s spread. However,
the best approach to handling the virus is based on several considerations, such as population
and environmental capacities. The global pandemic has demonstrated the shortcomings of
how people handle their house configuration and how architects and designers plan, create
and maintain an urban environment. Learning from traditional concepts and new knowledge,
information and technologies, the pandemic has taught architects and designers to develop
innovative antivirus designs.
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